LEON IN DESIGN FORUM
MAY 27-28, 2020
Exploring Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in high-performing teams
VIRTUAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW

MAY 27– DAY 1: FEATURED SPEAKERS AND “LEAN ROUND TABLE” DISCUSSION SESSIONS

10:30 AM EST – Virtual Attendee Technology check
11:00 AM EST – Welcome – Dan Heinemeier, Executive Director, Lean Construction Institute
11:15 AM – Equity, Diversity and Inclusion and Lean Project Delivery Yiselle Santos Rivera, HKS; Rosa Sheng, FAIA, SmithGroup; Henry Nutt, Southland Industries
Moderator: Nancy Alexander, Lumenance Consulting
12:15 PM – Design Thinking & Diversity – Heather Currier Hunt, IDEO

1:15-2:00 PM – Break (45 minutes)

2:00– 3:00 PM “LEARNING ROUND TABLES” (LRT)
Nine sessions, from which each attendee may select two to attend at time of registration. Each session will run 60 minutes.
1. Conflicting Design Requirements Glenn Ballard, University of California Berkeley; Stan Chiu, Gensler
2. Lean and Evidence-Based Design: Where to Begin – Andrea Sponsel, BSA LifeStructures; Terri Zborowsky, HGA, Donna Deckard, Center for Health Design
3. Using Lean Practices to Promote Equity, Inclusion and the Advancement of Women Melissa Berg, Dome Construction; Remy Behl, Dome Construction; Rob Lynch, Dome Construction
4. Trends in Computational Design – Santiago Diaz

MAY 28 – DAY 2: FEATURED SPEAKERS AND “LEAN ROUND TABLE” DISCUSSION SESSIONS

10:30 AM EST – Virtual Attendee Technology check
11:00 AM EST – Creating a Meaningful Impact through Design Excellence – Barbara Bouza, FAIA, Gensler
Noon – 12:15 PM - Break
12:15– 1:15 PM “LEARNING ROUND TABLES” (LRT)
Nine sessions, from which each attendee may select two to attend at time of registration. Each session will run 60 minutes

6. Fortify EDI through Leadership and Collaboration - Robert Bostwick, Bostwick Design Partnership; Stan Chiu, Gensler
7. Building High Performing Teams – Bernita Beikmann, HKS; Stevi McKoy, HKS
8. Technology that Promotes Inclusiveness in Lean Design – Matt Petermann, Perkins and Will
9. Exploring the Synergy between EDI, Lean and High Performing Teams - Kristin Hill, LCI: Yiselle Santos Rivera, HKS

• 1:15 PM Adjourn